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We use two-beam second-harmonic generation to separate the surface �electric dipole origin� and bulk
�magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole origin� contributions to the second-order nonlinear optical response of
an isotropic gold film. The bulk response is unambiguously observed and explained by momentum damping of
electrons in a free-electron model. Although bulk effects could be enhanced by inhomogeneous local fields in
metal nanostructures and have been used to model second-harmonic generation from metamaterials �Y. Zeng et
al., Phys. Rev. B 79, 235109 �2009��, we find that surface effects dominate the nonlinearity. Our quantitative
results for the surface and bulk parameters set the baseline for future descriptions of the second-order response
of nanostructured metals.
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Second-order nonlinear optical processes, such as second-
harmonic generation �SHG�, are forbidden in centrosymmet-
ric materials on the electric dipole level of the light-matter
interaction.1 Symmetry is broken at material interfaces, thus
giving rise to a dipolar surface nonlinearity.2 Multipole
�magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole� interactions, how-
ever, allow second-order effects even in centrosymmetric
bulk materials.2 Separation between the surface and bulk ef-
fects has been a long-standing problem in nonlinear optics
for a number of reasons. For example, the contribution to the
SHG signal of one of the important bulk parameters �usually
denoted as �� cannot be separated from surface
contributions.3 In addition, another bulk parameter �usually
denoted as ��� makes no contribution in traditional measure-
ment techniques.2,4,5 The recently developed two-beam SHG
technique,6,7 however, allows for an unambiguous and quan-
titative determination of this parameter independent of any
surface contribution, as already shown for dielectric
samples.6,8,9 Hence, we refer to it as the “separable” bulk
parameter. Roughly speaking, its contribution to the SHG
signal can be expected to become more important when the
field inside the metal contains a large number of plane-wave
expansion coefficients.

Thus, the separation between the surface and bulk effects
becomes particularly important to describe the nonlinear
response of metal nanostructures and metamaterials. The
local-field distribution in such structures is highly inhomoge-
neous including several plane-wave components, which
could enhance coupling to bulk effects. Indeed, SHG from
split-ring resonators has recently been described by bulk
effects.10–12 On the other hand, surface effects are usually
thought to be important in the second-order response of
metals13–16 and have been implied for the case of plasmonic
nanoparticles17,18 and nanodimers.19

Bulk effects are naturally included in the free-electron
theories of metals.3,20,21 Traditional versions of these theo-
ries, however, imply that the separable bulk contribution
vanishes.3 Proper theoretical treatment of surface mecha-
nisms, on the other hand, is very difficult.3,13–15,21–26 Because
of the conflicting interpretations of recent experiments and
open theoretical questions, it is evident that experiments on

simple model systems are needed to improve the understand-
ing of the nonlinear response of metals.

In this Brief Report, we separate the surface and bulk
contributions to SHG from a flat gold film. The separable
bulk contribution, which vanishes in traditional free-electron
models,3,20,21 is unambiguously observed and explained by
the momentum relaxation of electrons. Nevertheless, the
nonlinear signals are dominated by surfacelike effects, which
should thus not be neglected in future theoretical approaches
to describe the nonlinear response of nanostructures and
metamaterials. Our quantitative results for the nonlinear sur-
face and bulk parameters set the baseline for such theoretical
work.

At frequencies away from any interband transitions, noble
metals can often be treated as an isotropic free-electron gas.
The SH response of a flat surface of any isotropic material is

Pi
surface�2�� = �ijkej���ek��� , �1�

where Pi
surface�2�� and ej,k��� are the Cartesian components

of the SH surface polarization and the electric field at the
fundamental frequency, respectively, and �ijk are the compo-
nents of the electric dipole allowed second-order surface sus-
ceptibility tensor. For isotropic and centrosymmetric materi-
als, the nonvanishing tensor components are �zzz, �zxx=�zyy,
and �xxz=�xzx=�yyz=�yzy, where z is the surface normal
�Fig. 1�a��.

Proper use of Eq. �1� requires great care because the sur-
face susceptibility can be defined equally well in terms of the
fundamental field and nonlinear polarization sheet inside or
outside the nonlinear material. For vacuum-material inter-
faces, the most natural choice is to evaluate the fundamental
field just inside and place the polarization sheet just
outside,3,21 defining the conventional �C� surface tensor �ijk

C .
For more practical purposes, however, it may be convenient
to refer all quantities to their internal �I� or external �E�
values, leading to surface tensors �ijk

I and �ijk
E , respectively.

We will pay particular attention to the various definitions of
the surface parameters, which has given rise to considerable
confusion over the years.

The effective SH source polarization of isotropic and cen-
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trosymmetric bulk materials, on the other hand, is of the
form20

Pbulk�2�� = �e����� · e���� + � � �e��� · e����

+ ���e��� · ��e��� , �2�

where e��� is the vectorial fundamental field and �, �, and
�� are material parameters due to magnetic dipole and elec-
tric quadrupole effects. As this equation describes bulk ef-
fects, fields inside the material must be used. This suggests
that a quantitative comparison between the surface and bulk
parameters is facilitated by using the tensor �ijk

I for the sur-
face response.

For homogeneous and isotropic materials, the first term of
Eq. �2� can be neglected since � ·E=�−1� ·D vanishes. The
second term leads to the surfacelike contribution to the mea-
sured signals. This contribution can be taken into account27,28

by defining the effective surface components as �zzz
C,ef f =�zzz

C

+� /��2��, �zxx
C,ef f =�zxx

C +� /��2��, and �xxz
C,ef f =�xxz

C , where the
bulk parameter � has been rescaled by the dielectric constant
of the material at the second-harmonic frequency ��2�� in
order to conform with the conventional surface response.3,21

Finally, the third term �� is the one separable from the sur-
face response and can be directly addressed only by SHG
using two noncollinear fundamental beams.6–8

The origin of the metal nonlinearity has been widely dis-
cussed since the early days of nonlinear optics. The original
free-electron-gas model20 had limitations in describing elec-
tron dynamics near the surface,21 until the hydrodynamic
model provided a more detailed analysis to estimate the non-
linear surface and bulk currents.3 The bulk nonlinearity
arises from the Lorentz and convective forces; nevertheless,
the separable bulk parameter �� was predicted to
vanish.3,20,21 Furthermore, these models predict that the sur-
face component �zxx

C vanishes and hence the effective surface
component �zxx

C,ef f =� /��2�� actually arises from the bulk.
The surface component �zzz

C , on the other hand, can depend
sensitively on the surface details and exhibit resonances.24–26

Most early SHG experiments on metals were restricted to

the determination of the effective surface components and
comparing them to theoretical models.3,13,22–26 Nevertheless,
the issue is still under active investigation, with widely vary-
ing results.15,16 The bulk effects have received much less
attention, but have recently been used to model SHG from
metal nanostructures.10–12 Bulk effects were also discussed in
a study of a composite structure of alternating metallic and
dielectric layers, but there were problems in separating them
from surface effects.29 Nevertheless, the separable bulk pa-
rameter �� has not been unambiguously identified before.

To access the separable bulk contribution ��, we use two-
beam SHG �Fig. 1�a��. Two plane waves �control a and probe
b� at the fundamental frequency � are applied on the sample
in the same plane of incidence �xz plane� but at different
angles of incidence and the SH signal at 2� generated jointly
by the fundamental beams is detected in reflection. We take
the positive z axis as the surface normal and pointing into air.
The unit vector p̂ is in the plane of incidence and depends on
the propagation direction of each beam while ŝ is perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence and is the same for all
beams.

Because of isotropy, the SH field components have the
following dependence on the fundamental fields:8

Ep
total = fpppapbp + fpssasbs, �3�

Es
total = fspsapbs + fsspasbp, �4�

where the expansion coefficients f ijk depend linearly on the
susceptibility components and are defined with respect to the
fundamental �a and b� and SH �E� fields evaluated in air
above the sample. The coefficients also depend on the
Fresnel factors between air and gold, and on the �lossy�
propagation inside the gold. All these effects are fully ac-
counted for by the Green’s function formalism of nonlinear
optics.30 The expansion coefficients can be measured by us-
ing different combinations of the polarizations of the funda-
mental and SH beams. After that, the surface and bulk sus-
ceptibility components can be extracted from the
experimental results using the theoretical formalism.

Our method allows even more direct evidence to be ob-
tained on ��. Due to isotropy, the s-polarized SH signals
from the effective surface and separable bulk contributions
are6

Es
surface � �xxz

C,ef f�apbs +
sin 	b

sin 	a
asbp� , �5�

Es
bulk � i���apbs − asbp� , �6�

where 	a and 	b are the angles of incidence of the fundamen-
tal beams. When 	a and 	b have the same sign, the surface
and bulk effects have a very different dependence on the
polarizations of the fundamental beams.

Our experiments �Fig. 1�b�� are thus based on detailed
polarization measurements of the SH response. A pulsed
Nd:YAG laser �wavelength 1064 nm, pulse length 60 ps,
pulse energy 0.15 mJ, and pulse repetition rate 1000 Hz� is
the source of fundamental light. The laser output is colli-
mated to a spot size of �400 
m and split into two beams
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Two-beam second-harmonic generation.
�a� Surface geometry where two fundamental beams a and b inter-
sect at a gold film and the second-harmonic signal E generated
jointly by the two beams is detected in reflection. �b� Experimental
setup: BS, beam splitter; M, mirror; P, polarizer; QWP, zero-order
quarter-wave plate; VP, variable-angle polarizer; and PMT, photo-
multiplier tube. A prism in the path of the control beam adjusts its
delay and synchronizes the pulse with that of the probe beam.
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of nearly the same intensity, which intersect at the gold film
with incident angles of 16.4° �probe beam� and 43.8° �con-
trol beam� and the same plane of incidence. The control
beam is linearly polarized with a variable-angle calcite Glan
polarizer �extinction ratio �4�10−6� and its polarization is
kept fixed during each measurement. The probe beam is first
p polarized and then a zero-order quarter-wave plate �QWP�
continuously modulates its polarization while linearly polar-
ized SH signals are recorded in reflection with a photomul-
tiplier tube. Different combinations of the control and SH
polarization are used to fully determine the nonlinear re-
sponse of the sample.

Our metal sample, made by sputtering, consisted of a
standard microscope glass substrate, a 10-nm-thick adhesion
layer of indium oxide, and a 150-nm-thick gold film. The
exact thickness of gold is not important because no appre-
ciable light reaches the gold-substrate interface. The film is
isotropic in the plane of the substrate as verified by measure-
ments at different azimuthal orientations. The complex re-
fractive indices of the gold film, measured with a spectro-
scopic ellipsometer, are n���=0.21+ i7.26 and n�2��=0.45
+ i2.25.

To obtain direct evidence of ��, we first measured the SH
signal for the fixed polarizations �−45° ,s�, where the first
label indicates the polarization of the control beam and the
second that of the SH beam. The data �Fig. 2�a�� can be
properly fitted only by using a model based on interference
between the surface and bulk contributions �Eqs. �5� and
�6��.

To determine the expansion coefficients f ijk, we measured
the SH signals for the polarization combinations �−45° ,s�,
�−45° , p�, �p ,−45°�, and �s ,−45°�. The data and their simul-
taneous fits to the theoretical model �Fig. 2�b�� yielded the
relative values of the nonlinear components �ijk

C,ef f and ��.
Finally, we calibrated their absolute values against a quartz
crystal by adapting our earlier calibration method9 for reflec-
tion.

The magnitudes of the susceptibility components are
shown in Table I. Comparison between the bulk parameter ��
and the components of the surface susceptibility �ijk

I,ef f quoted
in terms of the internal fields �column 3 of Table I� suggests
that the response is dominated by the surface component
�zzz

I,ef f, where the bulk parameter � makes only a minor con-
tribution. Nevertheless, the separable bulk component �� is
unambiguously detected, although traditional models predict
that this component should vanish.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The second-harmonic intensity as a func-
tion of the rotation angle of QWP. �a� �−45° ,s� signal fitted to
surface-only models �dashed lines� based on external and internal
fields and a model with both surface and bulk contributions �black
solid line�. �b� The black dots, red squares, green up-pointing tri-
angles, and blue down-pointing triangles are the data for �−45° ,s�,
�−45° , p�, �p ,−45°�, and �s ,−45°�, respectively. The lines corre-
spond to a simultaneous fit of all data to a model with both surface
and bulk contributions.

TABLE I. Nonlinear susceptibility components of gold and their relative contributions to the measured polarization-dependent SH
signals. Several measurements using different samples yielded results within 30% of the shown ones. For completeness, we include the
results for the effective surface components following the conventional definition where the fundamental fields are evaluated in the metal and
the source polarization is placed outside �tensor �ijk

C,ef f, column 2� and the alternative choices where the components are referenced to internal
�tensor �ijk

I,ef f, column 3� or external �tensor �ijk
E,ef f, column 4� quantities. Note that the pure bulk parameter �� can only be defined in terms

of the internal fields and should be compared to surface parameter defined in the same way �column 3�. The absolute values were calibrated
against a 10-mm-thick X-cut quartz crystal. The nonlinear response of quartz is dominated by the �xxx component of the second-order
susceptibility tensor. However, the literature values of this component vary between 0.6 and 0.8 pm/V �Refs. 1, 15, and 16� which is a
remaining uncertainty in our results.

Relative magnitudes of susceptibility tensor components
�for absolute magnitudes multiply by

7.8�10−14 cm2 /statvolt� Contribution to the measured SH signals Character

Conventional Internal fields External fields fppp fpss fsps fsps

Expression �zzz
C,ef f =�zzz

C + �
��2�� �zzz

I,ef f =�zzz
C,ef f��2�� �zzz

E,ef f =
�zzz

C,ef f

�2���
1.3 Surface and bulk

Value 47.6 250 0.017

Expression �zxx
C,ef f =�zxx

C + �
��2�� �zxx

I,ef f =�zxx
C,ef f��2�� �zxx

E,ef f =�zxx
C,ef f 1.5 1.0 Surface and bulk

Value 0.19 1 0.19

Expression �xxz
C,ef f =�xxz

C �xxz
I,ef f =�xxz

C,ef f �xxz
E,ef f =

�xxz
C,ef f

����
3.5 2.2 0.6 Surface only

Value 3.6 3.6 0.068

Expression �� 0.004 0.2 0.1 Bulk only

Value 2.7
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To understand the nonvanishing �� component, we ex-
tended the free-electron hydrodynamic model to include the
momentum relaxation of electrons, which arises from elec-
tron collisions with the metal lattice. This yields new predic-
tions for � and �� �Ref. 31�,

� = ����
����
2en0

, �7�

�� = − ���������
en0

+
m�2�2���

e3n0
2 	 , �8�

where −e is the electron charge, m the electron mass, and n0
the electron number density. The linear susceptibilities at fre-
quencies � and �=2� are ����=−e2n0�m���+ i /��−1 and
����=−e2n0�m���+ i /��−1 with  the relaxation time. The
two terms in Eq. �8� arise from the Lorentz and convective
forces, respectively. With no damping �→��, the sum is
seen to vanish due to destructive interference between the
two forces. With damping, however, such symmetry is bro-
ken and �� is nonvanishing.

To improve the reliability of the predictions,3 the theoret-
ical expressions were evaluated by replacing the dielectric
constants of the free-electron theory by the measured ones.
Under the assumption that �zxx

C vanishes, the measured mag-
nitude 
�
 was found to be larger by a factor 2.2 compared to
theory. The agreement is very good, considering the uncer-
tainties in the experimental calibration. However, the mea-
sured 
��
 is larger by a factor of 20 compared to theory. This
difference arises from the fact that, being relaxation induced,
�� possesses an extreme sensitivity to the parameters of the
model.

It is important to note that the values of the surface com-
ponents depend strongly on whether they are referenced us-
ing the fields in the metal ��ijk

I,ef f, column 3 of Table I� or

outside ��ijk
E,ef f, column 4 of Table I�.27 The truly meaningful

comparison between the components can therefore only be
made by evaluating their contributions to the measured SH
signals, which is independent of the choice of reference. This
comparison �columns 5–8 of Table I� shows that the surface-
like contributions dominate and that the pure bulk compo-
nent �� makes only a minor contribution. Note however, that
�zxx

C,ef f, which is also believed to have bulk origin, makes an
appreciable contribution.

We finally consider the implications of these results for
metal nanostructures, including metamaterials. The local fun-
damental field distribution in such structures is highly inho-
mogeneous containing several plane-wave components,
which could enhance the signal from the �� parameter and
the bulk effects. However, theoretical models based on bulk
effects are able to account only for the parameters � and ��.
Although � makes an appreciable contribution to the mea-
sured SH signals, surface components �zzz

C and �xxz
C are also

important. On the other hand, � can be accounted for by the
effective surface contributions �zzz

C,ef f and �zxx
C,ef f. We therefore

conclude that, on the simplest level, the second-order re-
sponse of metals is better described by surface rather than
bulk effects. Ideally, both surface and bulk effects should be
taken into account. Our results thus set the baseline for future
models of the second-order response of nanostructured met-
als by providing quantitative surface and bulk parameters
that can be used to describe the local nonlinearity that inter-
acts with the local fields.
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